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WorkSecure Group comprise of professionals emerging from a long history and a wide range of 
professional backgrounds.  These include covert law enforcement / intelligence / policing, military, history 
teaching, theology, social work and outreach. We realised that by combining our collective skill set we 
could deliver high quality bespoke business in a wide variety of areas.  

Our company logo is the “Ichthys", the ORIGINAL secret sign used by early Christians to meet securely 
away from the glare of Roman oppression. We regard it as: 

A sign of honesty and integrity. 
A sign of strength. 
A sign of true power. 
A symbol of equality and equity for all. 
A symbol of hope and opportunity. 

We all share the same values and outlook. At our core, whether Christian or not, we want to use our tried 
and tested skills and abilities not only to generate business but to give back. Through our associated trust, 
our ultimate desire is to help those who merely by turn of chance, circumstance, or both are less fortunate 
than ourselves.  

We would like to introduce you to a specific part of the WorkSecure Group business portfolio – Our 
Criminology study day for upper level students.  

The instructors on your Criminology Course are highly experienced, not only in terms of law enforcement 
experience, but also management, supervision and teaching student officers and managers. A wide variety 
of covert policing and authority-based roles have been undertaken during service including delivery of the 
notable annual surveillance commissioners report for chief officers.  

The one-day programme, conducted in London and noted overleaf, includes student-pre-reading material 
which will be provided in advance of the field trip. The day including materials, excluding travel to London 
meeting and departure points is £1100.00 for 0-20 students. Twenty is maximum for any one course in 
order to properly manage the surveillance exercise. Coaching can be provided at extra cost. 

Richard Burgess is a former Detective Sergeant and Intelligence Officer where part of his portfolio was to 
manage the Covert Authorities Bureau for Essex Police, including Informant Management and Instruction to 
Authorising Officers. He has worked covertly at national and international level within the intelligence 
community and on covert serious and organised crime investigation and disruption including the use of 
counter surveillance techniques. He is a former agent handler and anti and counter surveillance operative 
(nationally accredited). 

Chris Rose is a serving Detective Inspector and former member of Special Branch. He is highly conversant 
with intelligence acquirement and suspect profiling as well as serious and organised crime investigation. 

Andy Copley is a former detective, close protection and surveillance officer prior to which he served in the 
British Army.  

WorkSecure Group 
Criminology Course 
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1000hrs Arrive Tower Hill and meet WorkSecure Group Instructors. Introductions.  
 
The Historic City 
Archaeological evidence and evolution. 
Why was there a need to protect the City? 
What is the Wider Metropolis? 
How was the city policed and why? 
 
The Scaffold Site Tower Hill Green 
An introduction to London.  
Migrant composition and multi-cultural criminal London. Problems?  
Capital Punishment – An ethical discussion. Would you sanction it today? Does Capital Punishment act as 
a deterrent?   
 
Evidence 
What is ‘evidence’? 
Best Evidence Rules 
 
Sources of evidence and disclosure.  
 

BREAK – Toilets / Coffee. 
 
Mitre Square 
The need for a police service by consent of the people.  
The evidential mindset.  
What is evidence? How is it secured and preserved? 
Primary, secondary and sensitive disclosure. 
The disclosure statements.  
The rules and regulations regarding evidence (what is admissible and inadmissible) 
Discussion of personnel involved in major crime scene investigation. 
 
A Victorian Crime Scene – Catherine Eddowes.  
What happened and how was it policed and investigated in Victorian times?  
What would we do today? How do personnel process evidence today? & the Golden Hour Principles A role 
play exercise / discussion. 
 

LUNCH / Toilets / Briefing – At the Gherkin 
 

The Surveillance World & Surveillance techniques  
Human Rights – What do they mean in the policing context. The primary articles and how they govern us?  
What is ‘Authorised Surveillance’? 
What is a Covert Human Intelligence Source (CHIS) and how do they operate? 
 
Foot Surveillance Exercise  

• Following a briefing, we follow our subject from ‘The Gherkin’ to Liverpool Street, finishing for 
debrief in Catherine Wheel Alley. What will the subject do? Where will they go? Who do they 
associate with? Students to make notes for discussion.  

 
Focus on key questions: 

• Are we an intrusive society?  

• What are the reasons for UK Law Enforcement Officials abiding with the given authorisation?  

• How do we deal with / reduce the risk of collateral intrusion/everyday life? 

• What are the different forms of social control? 
 
1600 Liverpool Street: Bus to meet us outside Liverpool Street Station. 


